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Dynamics of Single-Atom Motion Observed in a High-Finesse Cavity
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We investigate mechanical forces on single atoms in a high-finesse optical cavity containing less
one photon on average. We count the number of atoms strongly coupled to the cavity mode clo
an antinode and measure the intensity autocorrelation function of the pump light transmitted thr
the cavity. Distinct features are observed and attributed to the dipole force, diffusion, and velo
dependent force, as predicted by the work of Horaket al. Our data agree well with the results of a
Monte Carlo simulation. [S0031-9007(99)09150-4]

PACS numbers: 42.50.Ct, 32.80.Pj, 42.50.Vk
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High-finesse cavities are well suited to examin
quantum-electrodynamic (QED) effects in the interactio
of a single atom and a single photon. Indeed, drama
effects on the radiative properties of the atom have be
observed [1]. However, the atomic momentum wa
usually assumed fixed: dynamics was considered to
electrodynamics. Mechanical forces in cavity QED
arising from the dipole potential, became important onl
after laser-cooling techniques allowed one to prepa
atoms at ultralow temperatures. New phenomena we
predicted, such as diffraction [2], reflection [3], trapping
[4], and photon emission of a wave [5] of excited atom
by means of the cavity vacuum field.

As reported recently [6], these effects can now be in
vestigated in the optical domain, where light forces ar
stronger than in the microwave domain originally consid
ered. However, spontaneous decay and cavity losses
larger, too, so that the excitation must be continuously r
plenished by an external laser. The presence of dissip
tion leads to new, nonconservative forces [7]. As a prim
example, a force proportional to the atomic velocity wa
predicted [8] for a strongly coupled atom-cavity system
where a single photon can repetitively be emitted and r
absorbed by the atom. The new force can be visualiz
in terms of a cavity-mediated Sisyphus mechanism, ta
ing into account only the (dressed or Jaynes-Cumming
ground state and the first two states in which a single qua
tum of excitation is shared by the atom and the cavit
starting, e.g., in the ground state, the system is transferr
to one of the two excited states by absorbing a photo
from the external laser. The energy of the excited sta
depends on the atom-field coupling strength, which in tu
depends on the atom’s position in a standing-wave ca
ity. Because of the nonzero atomic velocity, the syste
adiabatically follows the excited state, thereby gaining o
losing kinetic energy before it decays back to the groun
state, whose energy does not depend on the position of
atom. Repetitive excitation and decay therefore leads
heating or cooling. Of course, the random jumps betwe
the states leads to diffusion, which heats the atom.

We point out that the forces considered in this Lette
work in a system where the energy levels are fixe
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by the atom and cavity parameters, while the externa
applied laser field determines the population of the
levels. Interestingly, cooling and heating are predict
also for red and blue detuning, respectively, in contras
the ordinary Sisyphus mechanism in an intense class
field [9,10]. In addition, the potentially long cavity deca
time might allow one to reach sub-Doppler temperatu
even for a two-level atom. The new velocity-depende
force has not been observed up till now.

In this Letter we study cavity-QED forces on sing
atoms passing one after the other through a weakly dri
high-finesse optical resonator. From measurements
the number of atoms detected close to an antinode
the standing-wave cavity field, we find that a significa
fraction of atoms is repelled from a blue-detuned cav
mode. Moreover, the intensity autocorrelation function
the transmitted light reveals rich dynamics of the atom
motion. Quantitatively, the data of both measureme
are well understood with a Monte Carlo simulation bas
on the forces predicted in Refs. [8].

Our experiments are performed in the strong-coupl
regime, where the oscillatory exchange of a single qu
tum of excitation between the cavity and the atom, ch
acterized by twice the optimum couplingg0, is faster
than the decay rates of the atomic dipoleg and the
cavity field k. Our parameters aresg0, g, kd  2p 3

s16, 3, 1.5d MHz. Interaction times exceeding100 ms are
achieved with an atomic fountain as a cold atom sourc

The experimental setup has been described in Ref.
and is shown in the left part of Fig. 1.85Rb atoms are col-
lected in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) and further cool
in optical molasses toø5 mK. Introducing a frequency
shift between the upper and the lower trapping bea
creates a moving molasses that launches the atoms
fountain burst towards the cavity25 cm straight above
the MOT. For each burst, new atoms are collected.
varying the trapping and launching parameters, the nu
ber and the vertical velocity of the atoms can be tun
Before entering the cavitysssfinesse 4.3 3 105, length
116 mm, mode functioncs$rd  coss2pzyld expf2sx2 1

y2dyw2
0g, with w0  29 mmddd, the atoms are optically

pumped into theF  3, mF  3 ground state. The cavity
© 1999 The American Physical Society 3791
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FIG. 1. Left: Experimental setup. Right: Transmitted powe
Two minima (dips) are clearly visible, each indicating th
passage of a single atom. A transmitted power of1 pW
corresponds, on average, to1.1 intracavity photons.

mode is excited with circularly polarized light from a
weak laser beam near resonant with the52S1y2, F  3 $
52P3y2, F  4 transition of the atoms atl  780 nm.
The frequencies of the laser and the resonances of
cavity and the atom arevl, vc, and va, respectively,
known within 62p 3 0.5 MHz. The photons transmit-
ted through the cavity are recorded with a sensitive sing
photon counter. Without atoms, the mean intracavi
photon number is always less than 1.1.

With the laser and the cavity both on resonance with th
atoms, single atoms passing through the cavity reduce
transmitted power. A typical real-time recording of thi
effect is shown in the right part of Fig. 1. The displaye
signal is obtained by integrating the photon counts ov
10 ms and averaging each data point with its left and i
right neighbors. The signal has two pronounced minim
(dips) at timesø0.3 ms andø1.1 ms. Each dip is caused
by an atom passing the cavity mode with a velocity o
0.55 mys. The minimum transmission in a dip depend
on gs$rd  g0cs$rd and the actual trajectory$rstd taken.
Atoms moving through an antinode of the cavity caus
deeper dips than atoms passing the cavity somewhere e
[6,11–13].

Before entering the cavity, the kinetic energy of th
atoms along the cavity axis is 3 orders of magnitud
smaller thanh̄g0. Therefore, the atomic trajectories can
significantly be modified by the dipole force, even fo
light fields with less than one photon on average. T
investigate this, the light field is detuned from the atom
resonance,Da ; vl 2 va fi 0. The cavity is prepared
on resonance with the laser,Dc ; vl 2 vc  0, so that,
again, an atom decreases the cavity transmission. F
a fixed flux of atoms, we count the number of dip
dropping below an adjustable fractionT of the empty-
cavity transmission. The dip number is normalized t
the total number of fountain bursts. Experimental resu
for an atomic entrance velocity of0.55 mys and three
different values ofT are displayed in Fig. 2. It is
obvious that loweringT reduces the number of dips
below T . Also, the number of dips decreases wit
increasing detuning, because farther away from the atom
3792
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FIG. 2. Experimental (symbols) and numerical resu
(curves) on the relative number of dips dropping below a fra
tion T of the empty-cavity transmission versusDa. Without
atoms, the cavity contains1.1 photons on average.

resonance atomic absorption and dispersion are sma
Assuming straight atomic trajectories, one would expe
a decrease independent of the sign of the detuningDa.
However, this is not the case: the curves are asymme
and the asymmetry between red and blue detuning is m
pronounced for deeper dips.

To explain the existence of the asymmetry first, let
focus on the data forT  5%. For red detuning (Da ,

0), the dipole force pulls the atoms towards the antinod
so that the atoms channel through the high-coupl
regions. This increases the probability of finding an ato
close to an antinode and, hence, the number of deep d
As the dipole force vanishes on the atomic resonan
(Da  0), the maximum number of dips is found for
small red detuning. For blue detuning (Da . 0) the atoms
are pushed towards the weak-coupling regions close to
nodes, so that the number of dips decreases. This ca
interpreted as a reflection in much the same way as ato
were predicted to be reflected from a cavity field in th
one-dimensional model of Englertet al. [3]. The reason
that the asymmetry disappears for largerT is that here
most of the dips are due to atoms passing through
cavity farther away from the cavity axis. These atom
experience a weaker light force, with less impact on t
atomic trajectory.

The curves in Fig. 2 show the results of a thre
dimensional (3D) Monte Carlo (MC) simulation in which
large number (ø104) of trajectories is evaluated for point
like atoms. Their momentum obeys the differential equ
tion Ù$p  $Fd 1 $Fv 1 Ù$pD . The conservative dipole force
[8] is $Fd  2h̄h2Da

$=gs$rd2yhfGk 1 gs$rd2 2 DaDcg2 1

fDak 1 DcGg2j, with pump h2  n0sk2 1 D2
cd, and n0

the empty-cavity photon number. The velocity-depende
force $Fv  $Fvs$r , $pd is a straightforward 3D extension
of the lengthy 1D expressions forÙzf1 in Refs. [8], with
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Ùzs=gd2 replaced bysssÙ$r ? $=gs$rdddd $=gs$rd. Note that $Fv s$r , $pd
acts predominantly in thez direction. The diffusion
has contributions from spontaneous emission (SE) a
dipole fluctuations (DF), and is modeled by stochast
processes. The SE diffusion is 3D; the DF diffusion
important only in the cavity direction. In every time step
Dt of the numerical integration of$p, a stochastic term
D $pD  $SspSE

maxd 1 ẑRspDF
maxd is added, wherêz is the

unit vector along the cavity axis.$Ssad andRsbd produce
a uniformly distributed vector in a sphere of radiusa

and a random number between2b and b, respectively,
with pSE

max  f 10
3 DSEDtg1y2 and pDF

max  f6DDFDtg1y2.
In this way the diffusion satisfies the [gs$rd, Da, and
Dc]-dependent diffusion constantsDSE andDDF given in
Refs. [8]. Atoms are injected atx  23w0 randomly in
the rectangles y, zd  s0 . . . 2w0, 0 . . . ly4d. The initial
velocity is upwards with a small (,1 cmys) z component,
to resemble the experimental situation. The effect
this component is noticeable only when diffusion is ne
glected in the simulation. The simulation returns atom
trajectories$rstd and the intracavity photon numbernstd.
These results are confirmed by a second, independe
wave-function MC simulation, where the field and th
atom’s internal variables are treated fully quantum m
chanically. In Fig. 2, the overall agreement between th
simulation and the experimental results is very good. W
also compared the data with a simulation based on t
truncated equationÙ$p  $Fd, and the result (not shown)
clearly disagreed with the data: it predicted a much larg
asymmetry than actually seen in the experiment. Th
indicates that nonconservative forces are important
explain the data.

In order to obtain more information about the dynam
ics of the atomic motion, in particular the role of the
different forces, we have measured the intensity aut
correlation function of the transmitted light,gs2dstd 
kIstdIst 1 tdlykIstdl2, where Istd is the intensity [14].
For each fountain burst we sample the bit stream fro
the photon-counting detector inN  20 000 bins Xsid of
10 ns duration, giving a sample length ofT  200 ms.
The technique covers the relevant time domain for th
motional dynamics and is more convenient than start-st
measurements with two detectors. With the data of ea
of the5 3 103 bursts an estimate ofgs2dstd is calculated:

g̃s2dstd ;
1

N 2 e

N2eX
i1

XsidXsi 1 ed
kXl2 , e ; NtyT ,

(1)

which takes into account the finite sample length. He
0 , t # T is digitized inN time steps of sizeTyN , and
the mean detector outputkXl is averaged over 50 fountain
bursts. The dead time of the detection circuit wa
measured to be30 ns. This leads to a small deviation
(,2% for our parameters) iñgs2dstd. After correcting for
this and averaging over all bursts,gs2dstd is obtained.
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Experimental results are shown in Fig. 3. The d
tuningssDa, Dcd  2p 3 s25, 5d MHz were chosen such
that each atom passing through the cavity increases
cavity transmission: the transmitted intensity consists
bursts of photons with a duration determined by the v
tical atomic velocity of1.4 mys. This leads to photon
bunching, i.e.,gs2dstd . 1, on a time scale of20 ms, as
is observed in the experiment. For longer times, the d
tend to unity, indicating that photons are not correlat
for t . 50 ms. The data also show a clear minimum at
correlation time oft  1 ms, revealing a0.5 MHz oscil-
lation of the intracavity light intensity.

To get quantitative understanding of the data,gs2dstd is
calculated by substitutingnstd from our simulation forX
in Eq. (1). The simulation treats exactly one atom. In t
experiment we have at most one atom strongly coupled
the cavity field. Because the features ings2dstd scale with
the atomic flux, the vertical scale of the simulated cur
is fitted to the data. As can be seen in Fig. 3, the res
for gs2dstd from the full simulation (solid line) matches
the experimental data quite well. A simulation withou
any forces yields a curve which is flat below5 ms (not
shown). SettingÙ$p  $Fd, we get the dotted curve, which
predicts but overestimates the minimum at1 ms, and
allows extra oscillations which are not seen in the da
Even worse, the simulated curve falls off much mo
slowly than the experimental data. These discrepanc
disappear whenÙ$pD is included in the simulation. The
reason is that diffusion perturbs the oscillatory motion
the atom, thereby reducing the visibility of the oscillation
in gs2dstd. The heating caused by the diffusion also mak
the atom leave the cavity faster. This shifts the lar
bunching structure in the calculatedgs2dstd for t , 50 ms
towards shorter times. Moreover, diffusion along th
cavity axis produces atoms with enough axial veloc
to run over the potential hills in the standing-wave fiel
These atoms induce a rapid field modulation, there

FIG. 3. Intensity autocorrelation functiongs2dstd of the trans-
mitted light. Without atoms, the cavity contains 0.37 photo
on average. The circles are data points. The dotted and s
lines are the results of a Monte Carlo simulation.
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FIG. 4. Intensity autocorrelation functiongs2dstd. The circles
and triangles are data points. The corresponding solid (dash
curves show the results of the simulation with (without
the velocity-dependent force, which heats and cools for th
parameters of the lower and upper curves, respectively.

changing the bunching feature ings2dstd at short time
intervals. However, diffusion alone cannot explain th
feature observed fort , 0.5 ms quantitatively, so that$Fv
must be taken into account to get the good match betwe
the data and the simulation, as is explained now.

To exemplify the effect of the velocity-dependent forc
$Fv , the measurement forsDa, Dcd  2p 3 s25, 5d MHz
(from Fig. 3) is now compared with a measurement fo
sDa, Dcd  2p 3 s240, 25d MHz. Results are depicted
in Fig. 4. The overall difference in amplitudes betwee
the two measurements stems from the force on the ato
towards or away from the antinode, leading to higher o
lower average cavity transmission, respectively, in com
bination with a slightly different atom flux. More impor-
tant is that, fort , 0.5 ms,gs2dstd decays much faster for
the blue-detuning data (circles) than for the red-detunin
data (triangles). Quantitatively, this difference cannot b
attributed to a change of the diffusion caused by, e.g
a different Da. There is, however, a significant differ-
ence in $Fv : a straightforward analysis based on the Sisy
phus picture discussed in the introduction suggests th
this force heats/cools for our blue/red–detuning param
ters. Indeed, when including this force in the simulation
good agreement with experimental data is obtained. F
the blue-detuning parameters, the difference between
dashed curve (without$Fv ) and the solid curve (with$Fv )
indicates how$Fv heats the atoms in the axial direction
For the red-detuning parameters this heating is absent,
that leaving out$Fv hardly changes the simulated curve
In fact, here$Fv is predicted to cool almost optimally, but
as the axial velocity of the atoms is already very sma
the effect of cooling is negligible. For this reason, i
will be very difficult to observe cooling in the presen
setup. However, we emphasize that the heating effe
deduced from the short-term behavior ofgs2dstd for the
blue-detuning parameters is caused by the same cav
mediated Sisyphus mechanism.
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In conclusion, we have clear evidence for channelin
and diffusive heating of atoms in the standing wave of
high-finesse optical cavity containing less than one photo
on average. Moreover, the better agreement between t
measured and calculated intensity autocorrelation fun
tion, which is found when all forces predicted in Refs. [8]
are included in the simulation, gives first evidence for th
existence of the new cavity-mediated velocity-depende
force. Once this force is fully mastered, it can be em
ployed to cool and trap an atom in a high-finesse cav
ity. Besides fundamental interest in the exploration of th
Jaynes-Cummings system, a single cold atom stored in
antinode of the cavity mode is an ideal system to cre
ate entangled atom-photon states for applications in, e.
quantum information processing.
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